Natu
ure’s green
g
oxygeen macchine
Chlorophhyll, the subsstance in greeen plants, coontains no chlorine, sayss S.Ananatthanarayan
nan.
‘Chloros’ is Greek for ‘yellowiish green annd both Chhlorophyll annd chlorine get their names
n
because they
t
have th
his colour.

Chlorop
phyll and photosynthesis
Chlorophhyl is a comp
plex molecuule, consistinng of a centraal magnesium
m atom surrrounded by atoms
a
of nitroggen, linked to
t a maze of
o hydrogen,, oxygen annd carbon attoms. The complex struucture
enables chlorophyll
c
to play a roole of a ‘go--between’ inn helping thee energy of sunlight freee the
hydrogenn in water to
o combine with
w carbon dioxide in the air to produce
p
hydrrocarbons. When
W
water is stripped
s
of hydrogen,
h
whhat is left is oxygen, whiich is given off!

e
greenn cover is abble to conveert the energgy of
And so, with the heelp of chloroophyll, the earth’s
uit, trunk andd root and at
a the same time regenerrate oxygen that
t
is used up in
sunlight into leaf, fru
urning fossill fuels.
metabolism and in bu

How dooes it work
k?
This reacction, in factt, is the oppoosite of whaat usually haappens, whicch is that hyydrocarbons burn,
to producce carbon diioxide and water.
w
And these
t
end prroducts are so
s stable thaat even suppplying
the right quantities of
o energy dooes not usuaally make theem take the reverse direection. But when
w
there is chlorophyll
c
present,
p
the energy diffeerences are ‘smoothed ouut’. The chloorophyll suppplies
the carboon dioxide an extra neegative charrge which makes
m
it reaady to acceept bonding with
hydrogenn, and then, being shortt of one neggative charge, the chloroophyll takess up the neggative
from the oxygen in water,
w
to set the
t hydrogenn free to bonnd with carbon and sets the
t oxygen free.
f
hyll can makke this possibble, the bottoom line is thhat the reactiion needs ennergy,
And thouugh chloroph
the samee energy the hydrocarbonn can later release whenn it is burnedd as fuel. Photosynthesiss thus
takes plaace only in th
he presence of sunlight, which proviides energy in the form of photons in
i the
correct raange of frequ
uencies.

Some chlorophyll look-alikes
Heme in red blood corpuscles has a structure similar to chlorophyll, but with iron in the middle,
in place of magnesium. Heme is bright red and this gives blood its colour. Like chlorophyll,
heme picks up oxygen in the lungs, gills or other respiratory surfaces and releases it in the body
tissues.
Another look-alike is vitamin B12, which has cobalt in the place of magnesium. It seems to act in
a similar way to enable absorption of nutrition.

Is it antiseptic?
People often think chlorophyll has antiseptic or antibacterial properties. Toothpaste ads, for
instance, speak of chlorophyll content in their products, to suggest that this would put an end to
decay!
It is true that the oxygen produced by chlorophyll should inhibit those bacteria that need
‘anaerobic’ or oxygen-free conditions. And the agents that cause tooth decay are among these.
But in the crevices between teeth, in the mouth, and through the night when most tooth decay
takes place, there is no sunlight. Hence, the chlorophyll in toothpaste would produce no oxygen
and bacteria would go freely about their business.

